
Minutes of Burst Telecon (2003/05/05)

Attendance

Cadonati, Finn, Frey, Ganezer, Giamie, Ito, Leonor, McNabb, Pitkin, Raab, Rahkola, Saul-
son, Schofield, Shoemaker, Sigg, Stuver, Sutton, Weinstein, Whitcomb, Zweizig.

Report from External Triggers Group

Rahkola circulated second version of S1 report on April 30. Significant changes include
quoting upper limit as function of burst duration. Saulson recommends expanding section
on injections or stating that will be done in more detail in S2 report. Other comments
invited.

Decided that the discussion of the External Trigger analysis for S2 be postponed from
May 9 to give group members more time to become familiar with report. Timing TBD
offline.

Chairs encouraged the prompt development of a science result for quick release, provided
that can be done responsibly. Team is working toward presentation at Amaldi meeting.

UL Group Chairs Meeting: Report

Saulson attended UL Chairs Meeting in Chicago May 1. Some of the topics discussed:

• LSC spokesperson to develop weekly progress reports for collaboration to enhance
visibility of work not in LIGO lab report. Requests brief weekly summaries from
chairs of UL, DetChar, other groups.

• Discussion of paper review process. Saulson gave stronger critique than from other
groups. Reviewers only charged with review of how paper ‘looks’ rather than detailed
examination of methods; procedure may be changed for future reviews.

• Wiseman suggested we add two extra shorter LSC meetings to the annual schedule,
halfway between the current meetings. Intended mainly for search groups to meet
face-to-face and present results to the LSC for approval/critique before being released
to the public.

• Next run: S3 tentatively set to start Nov. 1 and run 2-3 months. (Previously referred
to by some as ‘S2.5’.)

Saulson recommended Burst Group think about plans for S3 run. Should we be finished
S2 analysis before S3 starts? Have yet to see what relative noise spectra will be like, etc.
Finn pointed out that combining S2 and S3 as single data set would have advantages for,
eg, sidereal analysis. Saulson reported that we will likely be under less external pressure for
a fast S2 analysis than for S1.

• Desire that search groups re-submit proposals or addenda to proposals for group ac-
tivities and plans in June. This will be followed by an LSC-wide telecon in which each
group presents its plans.
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Status of S1 Paper

Weinstein distributed version April 29. Saulson recommends additional ‘open subcommittee’
telecon in which we go through report page-by-page to reach consensus. Proposes devoting
all of next Monday’s telecon to discussion of what sections need to be added/deleted from
the paper. Written comments for discussion to be sent to Weinstein by Friday.

Discussion of Segment 21 Statistics

Zweizig reported on a Monte Carlo experiment he conducted for determining the background
rate for the troublesome ”Segment 21”. Disagrees with estimate by Cadonati. Zweizig,
Cadonati, and Finn circulated emails on this subject. Whitcomb suspect that the 0.5 second
clustering window may be significant. Finn argues that non-stationarity of rates is also
important.

Saulson asked how our uncertainty on this issue should be reflected in the paper.
No consensus on these issues; discussion to be continued offline.

S2 Planning

At Friday May 9 telecon each group which has distributed a proposal is to give a five-minute
presentation (slides distributed beforehand) describing goals, resources needed/available,
and prospects for collaboration with the other groups to reduce duplication of effort. Each
presentation will be followed by 5 minutes of discussion and questions. Close with a discussion
in which we attempt to coordinate activities and discuss any global issues.

Time and number for telecon TBD.

Meeting Adjourned
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